The relevance of the work is determined by the popularity which the tales of the English writer have gained all over the world, the increased interest to the study of the postmodern texts in whole and texts of tales in particular as well as by the general tendency towards the integrated research of the lingual phenomena in order to explain its formal, content-related and meaning-related aspects. The aesthetically stipulated use of the expressive linguistic means is embodied in the composition of the artistic work: it is the composition where the dynamically exposed image of the world is released in the change and alternation of different forms and types of speech [8, p. 80], or compositionalspeech forms (types of narration) [3, p. 78-84; 5; 6]. The aim of this article is to reveal and describe types of narration in the text of J. K. Rowling's tales. The contexts formed on the basis of the literary and colloquial speech allow to apply narration specific for the genre of literary tale performed by such compositional speech forms as description, reasoning, dialogue, inner monologue. Moreover, the reasoning and inner monologue provide the realization of the psychological constituent of tale's text. The description as the compositional speech form of the evolution of narration is the horizontal or synchronous cut off of the phenomena depicted [6, p. 23]. It is connected with the retardation of action, which is determined by the development of the subject-figural aspect of narration incorporating the introduction of the elements of the surrounding or character portrayal, in particular, depiction of portrait characteristics of characters, etc. This compositional speech form contains the attributes and features promoting to create "completed presentation of a person, subject or phenomenon" [1, с. 202]. In the analyzed tales the description according to its theme characteristics is divided in to two main groups: the description of the space and the description of characters. The data of the qualitative analysis of the corresponding descriptive fragments show the domination of character description over space description. This, in its turn, prove the fact that the artistic prose as well as the prose of tales is considerably less concentrated on the description of space, in which the character appear, than on the description of the characters themselves [3, p. 79]. Taking as the basic value the quality of all descriptive fragments we see that only quarter of them (25%) is aimed at description of space continuum (see picture 1). 
DESCRIPTION OF CHARACTERS OF SPACE
The next type of narration is the description as the way of evaluation of what is depicted. The evaluation of some characters is conveyed by the description of their appearance, portrait characteristics as well as behavior.Evaluativeattitude is formed while depicting aunt Petunia"who had nearly twice the usual amount of neck".However this defect she uses in her own purposes when traces her neighbors and eavesdrops their talk. Such desriptions are typical for the analyzed taless in cethey provide the image of the foster parents as mercantile, hypocritical and greedy. The description of this type constitutes 23% from the total quality of textual fragments depicting the main characters of the tales.
The next type of narration presented in the tales is reasoning. The content of this compositional speech form possesses generalized cause-and-effect meaning based on the whole or reduced conclusion in the result of which time situation substituted by logical situation appears to be neutralized [6, p. 24] . (Compare: "According to its content reasoning has timeless, global, generalized nature" [2, p. 172]).However, being textual category, but not logical in its pure form, reasoning as the compositional speech form in the speech flow undergoes some changes, namely: message, i.e. judgment, on the base of which conclusion is made can be either in the form of presupposition, previous knowledge common for culture bearer, or can be earlier mentioned in the text [6, p. 52] . The analysis of the reasoning of the analyzed tales proves that the conclusion is presented in them as it is without being excluded by rigid logical formula. It is explained by the fact that being ontologically oriented towards generalization the reasoning uses definite plot event, character, conflict as starting point for universal conclusion [Ibid, p.25].
In J.K .Rowling 's tales characters's speech based on reasoning is not dominant since the work itself is ofcused mainly on children's orteen-ager's audience. Nevertheless, in the fifth book of tales reasoning reflecting different directions of movement of thought of the author is realized in the speech of not only main character but other characters as well. Reasoning acts in the form of statements in the speech of the director of the school of wizards professor Dumbldore. Comprehending the reasoningof Dumbledore, the main character attempts to separate right from wrong, true from false: According to its frequency "reasoning" as compositional speech form is not do minantand constituentsonly 12,8% from the total amount of all composition al speech form sanalyzed in J.K. Rowling'stales (see picture 2).
Dialogueis prevailed type of the artistic narration in J.K. Rowling'stales. Itprovidesease of narration typical for the genre of literary tale [7, p. 46] .Since the tale about Harry Potter is focused on teenagers, the dialogues are often presented as short and uncompleted sentences:
"Hang on, I think I remember him saying something about it," said the other twin. Dialogue is compositional speech form is them ost frequentand comprises 42,6% from the total quantity of all compositional speech for msin the text of J.K. Rowling'stales (seepicture 2).
Inner monologue is the main compositional speech form in which inner speech is presented [5, p. 166] . This compositional speech form is realized in the fifth book of J.K. Rowling' stales in corporating genre attributes of the psychological novel containing contemplation caused by doubts, discord in the inner world of the main character. Inner monologue terminates plot development: the character contemplates and the action freezes to return into the active phase to the point where it was interrupted by introduction of the inner monologue [Ibid, p. 167]. The signal of the inner speech is author's speech pointing out the thinking process(hethought, thoughtHarry). Graphically this phenomenon is presented by us pension points that convey the transition from one thought to another: 
DIALOGUE, DESCRIPTION, REASONING , INNER MONOLOGUE
Numeral data received from our research show that dialogue is them ost frequently used compositional speech form, which accounts fornearly half of the total amount, i. e. 42,6%. "Description" as the compositional speech form takes the second place with 38,4%. "Reasoning" comprises in significant part of all compositional speech forms equal 12,8%. "Inner Monologue"constitutes only 6,2%.
So, the analyzed types of the compositional speech forms perform in the text of the tales such functional tasks as the development of subject-figural aspect of narration incorporation the introduction of the elements of the surrounding or character portrayal, conveyance of the ironic author's attitude towards characters. Moreover, compositional speech form conveys the emotional states of the character, psychological trials connected with rupture in his inner world, providing the psychological component in the text of the tales.
Further perspective researches may be focused on the revealing of the compositional speech forms in describing the image of the author as well as the image of the characters of the tales.
